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ABSTRACT
Two computer programs, an analog and a digital,
were developed to predict the transient performance
of a low-speed inducer driven by a hydraulic
turbine. An inducer-turbine unit was designed,
fabricated, and tested to determine if the predic-
tions were correct. The test results verified
the validity of the analytical models.
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SUMMARY
The purpose of the contract was the development of a computer program that
would predict the transient performance of a low-speed inducer driven by a
partial-flow, hydraulic turbine. Two programs, an analog and a digital,
were developed that will do this. To check the accuracy of the programs,
an inducer-turbine unit was designed, fabricated, and tested. Steady-state
performance maps of the inducer, the turbine, and the high-pressure pump
were made from existing data and by synthetic mapping procedures. These
maps were used in the computer programs to predict the acceleration per-
formance of the unit in the system in which it was eventually tested. The
computer programs were also used to make parametric studies to determine
the effect of selected changes in the system, and to investigate several
inducer-turbine combinations in simulated rocket engine installations. From
the results of these studies, the following conclusions were drawn:
1. The inducer acceleration would be satisfactory for the planned
test series and also actual rocket engine installation.
2. The preinducer rotating moment of inertia has a significant
effect upon the starting performance (the lower the inertia,
the better the start).
3. The fluid inertia (ratio of line length to area) of the pump
coupling line for a remote location of the preinducer has an
effect upon the starting performance (the lower the inertia,
the better the performance).
4. The proportions (length and area) of the return line to the
turbine and the type of turbine (impulse or reaction) do not
significantly affect the transient performance of the unit.
5. The use of a preinducer in a rocket engine feed system is feasible
with a proper starting sequence. The result is lower allowable
tank pressures and, thus, reduced tank wall weights, or possible
elimination of the tank pressurization system.
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The inducer-turbine was tested in water with the high-pressure pump being
driven by an electric motor. Steady-state H-Q and cavitation tests were
run both with and without a signal generator in the system. Acceleration
tests, both rapid and slow, were made from idle to full speed. Transient
tests to simulate the throttling of a rocket were also made. Tests were
made with the preinducer in both close-coupled and remote positions.
The cavitation tests showed that the suction specific speeds of the inducer-
pump combination at 80, 100, and 120 percent design Q/N were 70,000, 63,600,
and 54,600, respectively. These were based on the through flow and the
speed of the main pump.
From the results of the acceleration, simulated throttling, and flowrate
pulsing tests, the following conclusions were drawn.
1. The computer models developed for the design and parametric studies
do accurately simulate the acceleration and simulated throttling
transients of a hydraulic-turbine-driven inducer.
2. Inertia of the fluid in the inducer is important in predicting the
inducer exit pressure drop during the initial portion of the
inducer acceleration.
3. Inlet and outlet compliances assigned to the inducer have no effect
on the inducer acceleration performance for the acceleration times
tested.
4. Low-frequency dynamic characteristics can be described with an
inducer inlet compliance variable with inducer net positive suction
pressure.
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INTRODUCTION
A major objective in turbopump design is to minimize turbopump weight;
this can best be done by using high rotative speeds. A second major objec-
tive is to operate reliably at low suction pressures; this is very diffi-
cult to accomplish with high-speed turbomachinery. However, the objective
can be met by using a low-speed inducer upstream of the high-speed pump to
generate sufficient head to prevent the main pump from cavitating under
any operating conditions. The low-speed inducer can be driven in a variety
of ways, one of which is by using part of the high-pressure discharge flow
from the main pump to power a hydraulic turbine that drives the inducer.
The research program under this contract is concerned with the theory,
design, construction, and testing of such a partial-flow, hydraulic-turbine-
driven, low-speed inducer. Of particular interest is the ability of this
inducer to perform as required during conditions of rapid pump acceleration,
throttling, and shutdown. Can the transient performance of the inducer
be predicted accurately9 And if so, what are the variables that most
affect this transient performance9
The purpose of this contract is the development of analog and digital com-
puter programs that will accurately predict the transient performance (in-
cluding the low-frequency dynamic effects) of a low-speed inducer driven
by a partial-flow, hydraulic turbine. The programs then will be used to
investigate the transient behavior of several inducer-turbine combinations
in a particular system and to determine the effect of selected parameter
changes in the system on this transient behavior. The validity of the
computer programs will be verified by designing, constructing, and testing
a turbine-driven inducer to determine its steady-state and transient charac-
teristics in water. The test results will then be compared with the pre-
dicted results. If necessary, the mathematical model will be refined to
include measured rather than assumed constants.
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE SYSTEM
Figure 1 shows a section of a typical LOX/liquid hydrogen rocket with the
thrust chamber at the bottom. Mounted on either side of the thrust chamber
are the high-speed LOX and liquid hydrogen turbopumps. The spheres in the
upper portion of the figure represent the tanks, the egg-shaped sphere at
the bottom being the LOX tank. The duct from the LOX tank to the turbopump
is fairly short.
The tank at the top of the figure is the fuel tank, which is connected to
the turbopump by a relatively long line. The hydraulic-turbine-driven
inducer is shown in this line near the fuel pump. High-pressure liquid is
taken from the exit of the high-pressure pump, and passes through the return
line into the hydraulic turbine, which drives an inducer (low-speed pump).
Flows from the turbine and the inducer blend before entering the high-speed
pump.
The low-speed inducer is designed so that it will not cavitate even at very
low pressures. At sea level takeoff, the pressures both inside and outside
the tanks are very nearly atmosphere. As the rocket leaves the earth's
atmosphere, the pressure on the outside of the tanks approaches zero. If
pressure is maintained within the tanks, the tanks tend to explode. To
prevent this, fairly thick and heavy walls are necessary. If the pressure
inside the tanks is allowed to fall, the fluid pressure also falls and the
liquids start to boil. High-speed pumps are unable to pump such a low-
pressure fluid, they cavitate and stop producing the pressure necessary for
the rocket engine to provide its thrust.
While the rocket engine is firing, the pumps are continually removing liquid
from the tanks, which tends to pull a vacuum on the vessels. To prevent
this, the tanks must be pressurized by additional equipment onboard the
vehicle. This can take the form of a boiler, in which hot gas from the
thrust chamber is used to boil liquid in a heat exchanger and the resultant
hot gas is returned to the top of the tank. The amount of gas returned
R-7747
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Figure 1. Liquid Oxygen/Liquid Hydrogen Rocket Engine
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involves a metering or control system, as well as checkout and monitoring
systems, and the entire package is heavy and expensive, resulting in a
loss of specific impulse.
The hydraulic-turbine-driven inducer shown in Fig. 1 can theoretically
operate at pressures sufficiently low that tank pressurization is unneces-
sary, producing enough pressure to prevent the high-speed pump from cavi-
tating. The unit, therefore, offers potentially thinner and lighter tank
walls, elimination of the heavy and expensive pressurization system, and
more flexibility. As can be seen from Fig. 1, the unit could be mounted
in a remote position far up the duct, which might result in smaller and
lighter ducting. It also provides a means of controlling and possibly
eliminating a source of POGO-type oscillations by changing the natural
frequency of the feed system as related to that of the vehicle structure.
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DESIGN OF A PARTIAL!FLOW, HYDRAULIC!TLJRBINE!DRIVEN INDUCER
HYDRODYNAMC DESIGN
Nomenclature
D = diameter, inches
D = mean diameter, inches
m
AH = head rise, feet
HP = horsepower
N = rotational speed, rpm
N = suction specific speed, N = N VQ/(NPSH)5/4
NPSH = net positive suction head, feet
Л Р = pressure rise, Ib/sq in
Q = volume flow, gal/min
W = weight flow, Ib/sec
<f = flow coefficient
Design Points for LO and Water
The contract specified that, at the design point, the inducer NPSH should
be 8 feet, in water, and that its characteristics were to be compatible
with those of the J!2 oxidizer pump, which was to serve as the high!pressure
pump A J!2 fuel pump inducer design modified to a larger scale was to
be used for the preinducer design. These basic "ground rules" did not
fix the size or the speed of the unit. Calculations were made on a
variety of sizes, with both NPSH and facility limitations being considered.
The calculations indicated that the inlet diameter of the inducer should
be about 10 inches Accordingly, a standard!size pipe was selected, the
pipe was schedule 40 stainless with an OD of 10.750 inches and an ID of
10.020 inches.
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The optimum flow coefficient of the J-2 fuel pump inducer is 0.07, and
the inlet diameter of the pipe is 8 015 inches It was desired to have
the same value of Q/ND for the modified inducer. For the J-2-
(0=0 2292 Q/N
£ ___ 0.07 ___ 1
3 0 2292D3 (0 2292)(8.015)3 l685-88192ND
For the preinducer in water:
D = 10.020 inches, NPSH = 8 feet, N = 40,000 (44,250 from
test data)
(NPSH)3/4 = (8)3'4 = 4.75682847
Nx/Q~= (40,000)(4.75682847) = 190,273-1388
Q „
ND3 NN/oTo3 (190,273.1388)(10.020)3 1б85 88192
Qv f^ = 113,541.2036, Q = 2344.79, N = 3929 40
The inducer head was obtained from a curve of the test data, so the com!
plete values for the preinducer design point in water are:
Q = 2345 gpm AH = 171 feet
N = 3930 rpm ДР = 74.2 psi
<p = 0.07 HP = 135
N = 40,000 W 326 Ib/sec
NPSH = 8 feet
The ratio of the pipe size is R = 10.020/8.015 =1.25. So every dimension
of the scaled!up inducer is 1.25 times that of the J!2 fuel pump inducer.
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Although the design point of the preinducer provided some indication of
the flow through the high!pressure pump (inducer flow plus recirculation
flow), it did not fix the head and speed of the pump. These variables
were open to arbitrary selection It was decided that if the final unit
successfully passed all its tests, it might, with a few modifications,
be made available for an actual rocket engine test. Rocketdyne has made
many studies on uprated J!2 engines, and the version on which the pre!
inducer vould be of most use is the 265K engine. On this engine, the
LOp pump speed would increase by an approximate ratio of 265'200. The
NPSH,therefore, would increase by the square of this ratio, or 1.756. A
preinducer would be desirable if such an engine were ever tested. Cal!
culations showed that a 265K engine would require a throughflow of 3314
gpm and a head of 3258 feet. The preinducer running on such an engine
would operate at the following values:
Q = 3314 gpm ДН = 342 feet
N = 5554 rpm ДН = 168.2 psi
W = 523 lb/sec HP = 434
NPSH = 16 feet
Under these conditions, the high!pressure pump would produce a head of
2916 feet and a flow of 4090 gpm at a speed of 10,560 rpm. At the design
point in water, the corresponding head of the high!pressure pump is 1459
feet at a flow of 2893 gpm and a speed of 74?! rpm.
Inducer Guide Vanes
The inducer imparts a large amount of whirl to the fluid so that the
guide vanes must turn the fluid through an angle of 59.6 degrees to re!
move all the rotation. It was decided that the best way to accomplish
this was to use a scaled!up model of the stator following the J!2 fuel
pump inducer (Fig. 15 page 29) . This row of 19 airfoils removes 35!6
degrees of rotation and converts most of the velocity head into static
pressure. The remaining 24 degrees of rotation is removed by a second
R!7747 11
cascade containing 19 double!circular!arc blades, each with a chord of
4 inches and a maximum thickness of 0.4 inch. Each vane has 5 holes of
1/4!inch diameter for the passage of the return flow to the turbine.
The total area of these holes is 4.6633 sq in. and the flow through them
is 549 gPm with a resultant velocity of 37.7 ft/sec and a velocity head
of 22 feet.
The 19 blade stator following the J!2 fuel pump inducer was carefully
designed to avoid cavitation; test results have shown that the inducer
cavitates first.
Hydraulic Turbine Design
Preliminary calculations were made on several types of turbines. These
included a partial admission turbine driving a shrouded inducer through
the shroud and a full!admission turbine driving the inducer through a
shaft. A three!stage, full!admission turbine was the most promising.
In 1966, under Contract Nonr 4507(00) for the Office of Naval Research,
Dr. 0. E. Balje1 issued a Rocketdyne report (R!6805) that presented the
results of a study program for the prediction of turbine performance.
In the Performance Diagrams section of this report is a figure giving
the optimum performance of full!admission axial!flow turbines. This dia!
gram is shown reproduced in Fig. 2 . To put the values into the same units
as used by Dr. Balje1 we have for the LOX conditions
D = 5.816/12 = 0.48467 feet; Q = 122.30/70.79 = 1.727645 cfs
v/5~= 1.31440; N = 5554.31 rpm
Had1/4 = (805.17 rk = (28.37552 )1/2 = 5.326868
Had5/4 = 151.15265
D ! (0.48467)(5.?26868)
 д
s 1.3144
(5554.31)(1.3144)
N
s
 =
 151.15265 = 48'3°
12 B!7747
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On this map is shown the operating point of the three-stage hydraulic turbine
with a predicted efficiency of over 85 percent. A partial-admission turbine
would have an efficiency of approximately half this value and would, thus,
require twice the recirculated flow. Additional advantages of the full-
admission turbine are•
1. A more easily maintained tip clearance
2. A better dynamically balanced unit
3. A smaller rotating diameter with little or no increase in unit
length
4_ An unshrouded inducer that is easier to manufacture. Shrouding
would change the performance of the J-2 inducer.
5. Seal diameters and speeds that are lower
In view of these advantages, it was decided to use the full-admission
turbine.
A generous allowance was made for the head drop in the return line between
the high-pressure pump and the turbine. This permitted the insertion of a
flowmeter for measuring the return flow and a valve for controlling the
speed of the turbine. The remaining head was assumed to drop uniformly
across the three stages. This gave a head drop across each stage of 403
feet in water with an Euler head of 325 feet. The resultant Euler effi-
ciency was approximately 80 percent. The resultant turbine flow to provide
the inducer design horsepower was 5^9 gpm. Figure 3 shows the velocity dia-
gram for the three-stage turbine. Figures 4 through 7 show the shapes of
the nozzles and rotors as defined by the turbine designer.
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Figure 3. Preinducer Hydraulic Turbine (H 0) Velocity Diagram
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TANGENT PARABOLA
FLOW
10 X SIZE
D ! 5.50 INCHES
m
BLADE HEIGHT ! О.ЗЮ INCH
*»3 ! BLADES
Figure 4. Preinducer Turbine Nozzle
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10 X SIZE
Figure 5. Preinducer Turbine Nozzle
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0.0075
BLADE
HEIGHT - 0.310 INCH
6k - BLADES
0.0075
Figure 6. Preinducer Turbine Rotor
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10 X SIZE
о
ос
FLOW
THROAT AREA: 2.1 IN.
Figure 7. Preinducer Turbine Rotor
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Steady!State Maps
The computer programs required steady!state performance maps of the
various components as inputs. These include the head, flow, efficiency,
and NPSH as a function of speed for both the inducer and the high!pressure
pump and the torque, pressure drop and flow as a function of speed for the
hydraulic turbine. The high!pressure pump (j!2 oxidizer pump) and the J!2
fuel pump inducer have both been tested at Rocketdyne. Figure 8 shows the
nondimensional H!Q performance of the high!pressure pump while Fig. 9 and 10
give the efficiency and NPSH. The nondimensional H!Q and efficiency of the
preinducer are shown in Fig. 11, and the cavitation performance is shown
in Fig. 12 о The H!Q map was taken from calibration tests made on J!2 fuel
pumps at full speed in liquid hydrogen. The inlet head was the total head
at the inlet of the pump; the discharge head was measured with a static
wall tap at the discharge of the stator row that follows the inducer. To
this static head was added the head corresponding to the axial component of
velocity. It was assumed that the static pressure remained constant through
the second row of vanes of the preinducer (the losses were equal to the veloc!
ity head recovery associated with the removal of the fluid rotation). The
map, thus, includes the effect of incidence on the first row of stators and
is accurate at off!design conditions except at low flows. At low flows the
J!2 fuel pump stalls and testing is terminated. The low!flow predictions
were based on the results of an air rig test of the inducer without the
following stators. The losses through the stators were estimated. The
maps for the preinducer have been modified by the affinity laws to account
for the fact that the inducer is 1.25 times as large as the J!2 fuel pump
inducer.
It was necessary to calculate the turbine map because no data were available.
The calculated map was based on the following assumptions
1. The turbine is of the full!admission, repeating!stage type.
2. The flow is two!dimensional and the design is fixed by a velocity
diagram at only one radius.
3. The flow is incompressible.
20 R!7747
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Figure 11» J!2 Oxidizer Preinducer Predicted Performance
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k. The nozzle and rotor discharge angles as determined by the basic
velocity diagram at the design point are attained by a properly
designed set of blades, at off-design points these angles remain
unchanged (the deviation angle is not affected by incidence
angle).
5- The efficiency at the design point is known (by calculation
or estimation). This efficiency is expressed as a loss coeffi-
cient applied to the nozzle and rotor spouting velocities, this
loss coefficient is held constant at all off-design points It
also is assumed that additional losses are caused by positive or
negative incidence angles on both rotor and stator at off-design
points. These losses are equal to the velocity head of the
component normal to the design inlet velocity vector
With these assumptions, it was a simple matter to set up the equations
and write an IBM program to calculate turbine maps. Figures 13 and 14
show the maps generated by the program. The curve for the three-stage
turbine is for the actual turbine. The curves for the two- and four-
stage turbines were made for parametric studies of the effect of the
degree of turbine reaction on the transient performance of the unit.
The two-stage turbine was close to being a pure impulse turbine (11.72
percent reaction); the three-stage turbine had 41.14 percent reaction,
and the four-stage turbine had 55.86 percent. At first, it was assumed
that all turbines had the same axial velocity at the design point. How-
ever, this assumption for the two-stage turbine produced too flat an angle
leaving the nozzle. This angle (with the tangent) was increased to 14
degrees by increasing the axial velocity.
MECHANICAL DESIGN
A cross section of the preinducer is shown in Fig. 15, with the major
hardware components identified. Flow enters the inducer from the left
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Figure 13. Torque of Preinducer Hydraulic Turbine in Water
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Figure 14. Pressure-Flow Curve of Preinducer
Hydraulic Turbine in Water
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MANIFOLD ASSEMBLY
and is discharged into a two-row cascade. Most of the whirl is removed
by the first row of 19 airfoils; the remaining whirl is removed by the
second row. The second row of vanes is used also as a structural member
to support the bearings and the walls of the turbine. The turbine is
driven by high-pressure fluid from the discharge of the high-pressure
pump. This fluid enters a circumferential manifold through a single in-
let and is distributed around the outer periphery from which it passes
to the inner circumferential manifold through 5 radial holes drilled in
each of the 19 vanes. After the fluid has expelled its energy in the
turbine, it blends with the inducer discharge flow and enters the high-
pressure pump.
The rotor assembly was a flightweight design so that realistic rotor dy-
namics would be displayed. A critical speed analysis indicated that no
critical speed problems would exist throughout the operating range. If
a conservative bearing spring rate of 10 Ib/in. were assumed, the critical
speed would be greater than 14,000 rpm. Other numbers pertinent to the
rotating assembly are listed below:
Weight 15-6? pounds
Center of Gravity 5-58 inches from inducer end at the hub
2
Moment of Inertia in Roll 0.2402 lb-in.-sec
2
Diametral Moment of Inertia 0.5563 lb-in.-sec
The axial thrust of the turbine is in the aft direction; it exceeds the
forward thrust of the inducer. The thrust difference is compensated by
a thrust balance disk which senses the inducer discharge pressure on the
forward side and the turbine nozzle discharge pressure on the aft side.
The diameter of the disk is such that a balance is obtained at the design
point.
In contrast to the rotor assembly, the housings are heavy to simplify
machining and to provide a sturdy support for the rotor.
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Inlet Housing
The inlet housing converges the flow from the facility ducting to the
inducer inlet OD. It is also the inducer housing and contains the speed
pickup. The speed pickup is a Bently transducer located at the inducer
blade leading edge OD. The inlet housing wall was left thick to minimize
machining costs. As a result of this, the stress level in the housing
from both operating and mounting loads is low. The inlet housing was
machined from а 60б1!Тб51 aluminum alloy hand forging.
Inducer
The inducer is a scaled!up version of the J!2 fuel pump inducer. It has an
inlet diameter of 9.75 inches, and an exit diameter of 9.0625 inches; it has
four full and four partial blades. It is machined from a 7075!T73 aluminum
alloy hand forging. A pilot diameter and inducer nut are used for retention
to the shaft with a single key to transmit torque. The centrifugal blade
loading stresses are quite low; the hydrodynamic blade loading is the largest,
being approximately half the blade design capability. The maximum possible
weight has been removed from the inducer hub to keep the rotor assembly
flightweight. A photograph of the inducer with the first row of diffuser
vanes resting on top (for the photographer's convenience) is shown in Fig. 16.
Front Bearing Support
The front bearing support incorporates the diffuser vanes as an integral
part. It has a retention flange for the thrust balance labyrinth seal.
The bearing support is bolted to the manifold assembly, and the bearing
is installed in the conventional manner with a bearing shoulder, nut, and
lock tab washer. It is machined from a 606l!T651 aluminum alloy hand
forging.
Manifold Assembly
The manifold assembly consists of the outer manifold, the second row of
diffuser vanes, and the outer shell of the turbine. The vanes, along
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Figure 16. Inducer and First Row of Diffuser Vanes
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with the two walls, were machined from solid 6061 aluminum stock, and the
five radial fluid passage holes then were drilled in each vane. The mani!
fold inlet and the manifold ring were separately machined from 6061, then
the entire assembly was welded together. This was followed by heat treat
and final machining. The maximum stress in this assembly occurs at the
elliptical section of the inlet. At the majcimum operating pressure, this
stress is half the capability of the material. The assembly was proof
pressure tested to 925 psi. The maximum stress at this pressure in the
elliptical section was calculated to be approximately two!thirds the capa!
bility of the material. Figure 17 is a photograph of the manifold assembly.
Shaft
An aluminum shaft was selected over the conventional steel shaft because
the stress levels in the shaft were low. The shaft is hollow; the result
is a lightweight low!inertia shaft for fast acceleration response and
good rotor dynamics. The shaft was machined from a 6061 aluminum alloy
bar. The thrust balance disk was machined as an integral part of the
shaft. The finished shaft was heat treated to a T6 condition as per
MIL!H!6088. It was hard anodized at the bearing journals and thrust bal!
ance seal surface to a thickness of 0.0010 inch. The remaining surface
of the shaft was hard anodized to a thickness of 0.0002 to 0.0003 inch.
The shaft threads were dry film lubricated to prevent galling.
Turbine Nozzle
The turbine nozzle was machined from 60б1!Тб51 aluminum alloy. There are
43 vanes in the nozzle ring. A cylinder that retains the second! and
third!stage nozzle ring was welded to the outer shroud of the turbine
nozzle. The turbine nozzle was bolted to the manifold assembly by a flange
that was machined on the inner shroud. The split lines between turbine
nozzle and the manifold assembly were sealed with 0!rings. The highest
stress occurs as hoop compression in the welded!on cylinder. This stress
is approximately half the material capability. A photograph of the
nozzle is shown in Fig. 18.
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Figure 17. Manifold Vane Assembly
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Figure 18. First-Stage Turbine Nozzle
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Second! and Third—Stage Nozzles
The second! and third!stage nozzles are identical and interchangeable.
Their flow passage is the same as that of the first!stage nozzle. They
were machined from 60б1!Тб51 aluminum alloy; two lips were machined on the
inner periphery of the inner shroud to form a seal and reduce fluid leak!
age between the stationary nozzle and the rotating wheel rim. The nozzle
torque is restrained by keying each nozzle stage at the outer shroud to
the cylinder of the turbine nozzle. The maximum stress in each nozzle
stage is in bending at the vane tips where the torque resistance is trans!
ferred from each vane into the outer shroud. The stress level in this
area is less than half the design capability.
Turbine Wheels
The three turbine wheels are identical except for the spacing rim. The
center wheel has the spacing rim on each side, while the first! and third!
stage wheels have the rim removed from the front and back side, respec!
tively. The turbine blades were machined without an outer shroud and as
an integral part of the disk. The outer shrouds were installed with a
dip braze over the blade tips. Two lips were machined on the outer peri!
phery of each shroud to form a seal to reduce fluid leakage over the wheel
OD. The turbine wheels are keyed to the shaft. The nozzle!to—wheel clear!
ance is set with a spacer between the first!stage wheel hub and the shaft
shoulder. The wheels are held on the shaft by the rear bearing nut. The
three turbine wheels were machined from 60б1!Тб51 aluminum alloy and heat
treated to a T6 condition after the dip brazing process. The highest
stress occurs at the blade roots, and this stress is well within the de!
sign capability. Figure 19 is a photograph of two of the turbine rotors.
The rotor on the left shows the discharge edges of the blades while the
rotor on the right shows the leading edges.
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Rear Bearing Support
The rear bearing support was machined from 6061 aluminum alloy. The dis-
charge cone was formed from 6061 aluminum sheet and welded to the bearing
support. Fifteen vanes are used in the fluid passageway to transmit the
bearing loads into the manifold assembly. These vanes are straight and
radial and remove any rotation remaining in the fluid. The bearing sup-
port is held in place by a single, large-diameter retaining nut.
Discharge Housing
The discharge housing coverges the flow passage from the inducer discharge
diameter to the J-2 oxidizer inlet diameter. It was machined from a 6o6l-
T651 aluminum alloy hand forging. The stress level here, as in the inlet
housing, is low because the walls were left thick to minimize machining
costs.
Bearings
Two ball bearings were used to support the rotor assembly, one aft of the
inducer and one aft of the turbine. The two bearings used are the same
bearings used in the J-2 oxidizer turbopump. 440-C steel \«.s used for the
race and ball material. The bearing cage was made of Armalon with riveted
aluminum side bands. Axial retention is maintained on both the inner
and outer races of the front bearing. The rear bearing is retained at
the inner race only while the outer race is allowed to move axially. The
front bearing is lubricated by fluid leakage through the balance disk seal.
The rear bearing is lubricated with turbine discharge fluid. This fluid
flows to the low pressure inlet through a controlling orifice in the center
of the shaft.
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Thrust Balance Piston
The thrust balance piston was incorporated into the design to counteract
the axial thrust produced by the turbine. The rotating thrust balance
piston was machined as an integral part of the shaft. The stationary seal
is a smooth cylindrical part machined from Kel-F. The pressure differential
across the piston produces a force on the piston opposite that of the
rotating assembly.
Adapter
The preinducer discharge housing bolt circle is smaller in diameter than
the J-2 oxidizer turbopump inlet flange bolt circle. The preinducer was
installed next to the turbopump and also in a remote position upstream
of the turbopump. Because of these installation locations, the adapter
was incorporated to eliminate large bolt circle diameter flanges on the
facility ducting and preinducer discharge. The adapter was machined from
606l-T6 aluminum alloy plate. The stresses in this part are low.
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DYNAMIC PERFORMANCE MODELS
A mathematical model of the CTL-1 water test facility (including the main
pump and drive mechanism, the hydraulic turbine/low-speed inducer unit,
and required feed lines) was formulated for the purpose of: (l) studying
the transient and low-frequency dynamic behavior of the test system, (2)
determining the effect of variations in the inducer design parameters and
test system line configurations, and (3) predicting rocket engine feed
system performance incorporating hydraulic turbine-driven inducers with
liquid hydrogen and liquid oxygen propellents.
The system equations and component descriptions were programmed for solu-
tion on both an analog and digital computer. The digital model provided
the capability for using detailed component performance descriptions (due
to larger programming capacity), a means to evaluate any model simplifi-
catibns required for the analog program, and a concise program deck which
can be used at other computing installations. This model was used as a
cross check for the analog model and to predict inducer operation in a
simulated rocket engine.
The analog model provided the capability for determining the effect of various
system variables in a short period of time. This model was used to conduct
system parametric studies and perform model correlation with test data.
EQUATION DEVELOPMENT
The system that was mathematically simulated was the pump test configura-
tion as installed in the CTL-1 water test facility. This system, shown
schematically in Fig. 20, consists of a water supply tank with a tube
bundle resistance at the outlet, an inducer inlet feed line, a hydrau-
lically driven inducer either close or remote coupled to a high-head
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(main) pump, a feed line from the main pump discharge to the hydraulic
turbine inlet, a return line from the main pump discharge to the supply
tank, and an electric-motor drive for the main pump. With the exception
of the main pump drive and tube bundle, the equations required for simu-
lation of the test facility are applicable to an engine feed system with
changes in appropriate constants. The electric drive and tube bundle are
applicable only to the test facility, the electric drive being used in
place of a turbine, and the tube bundle being used to reduce the inducer
inlet pressure for low NPSH operation.
The logic flow chart used for developing the models is presented in Fig. 21
which shows the various component1*, performance curves, and information flow
between elements that were considered in building the simulation. The dynamic
operation of the pump, turbine, and inducer were represented by performance
curves in addition to algebraic and differential equations describing their
dynamic behavior. Feed system dynamics were described by distributed or
lumped parameter equations, as applicable. The equations used to construct
the model axe presented in Appendix B. Component performance curves are
presented in Fig. 8 through 14.
The modeling was based on the following basic criteria and assumptions:
1. The model must be capable of responding to frequencies up to 50 cps.
2. The test fluid (water) density is constant.
J, Pressure drops are proportional to the flowrate squared.
4. Heat transfer can be neglected.
5. Inducer cavitation dynamics can be represented by a combination
of an inlet and outlet compliance separated by an inertance.
R-7747 43
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Figure 21. Model Logic for Inducer-Pump
Test System
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FEED LINE DESCRIPTION
Three methods of representing the feed lines were used based on the line
length under consideration. These are the time delay (wave equation),
lumped parameter, and modal (see Appendix A).
The digital model used the time delay and lumped parameter representations,
while the analog model used a combination of all three.
The time delay representation is satisfactory for all frequencies, the
frequency range of the modal representation is dependent on the number
of modes used, while the lumped parameter (the simplest representation)
is satisfactory for lines whose length is less than approximately 1/8
wavelength of an acoustic mode at the maximum desired frequency. For water
at 50 cps, 1/8 wavelength is approximately 11 feet.
On the digital model, the lumped parameter description was used for the
2-foot section of line from the main pump discharge to the turbine feed
line junction and for the turbine feed line. Although the turbine feed line
was approximately 20 feet long, it was believed that for the transient
studies, where no external pulsing was present and the generated oscilla-
tions are low frequency, this was satisfactory. The remainder of the feed
lines were represented by the time delay equations.
The analog model used the lumped parameter representation for the 2-foot
section from the pump discharge to the turbine line junction, a time delay
representation for the pump coupling line when the inducer is remotely
located from the main pump, and the modal description for the remainder
of the lines. In general, the modal method, on the analog computer,
results in a more stable solution than the time delay method and, con-
sequently, was used when sufficient computer equipment was available.
R-7747
INDUCER DESCRIPTION
The complete inducer simulation included noncavitating performance maps of
head and torque coefficients versus flow coefficient, a cavitation correc!
tion factor expressing the percent of performance loss as a function of
NPSH divided by speed squared, and the fluid dynamics represented by the
inlet and outlet compliances and inertance.
Performance of the inducer was represented by curves describing the non!
cavitating head! and torque!capacity characteristics corrected for cavitation.
The noncavitating performance curves were determined from the steady!state
maps and described as a head coefficient (proportional to generated pump
head divided by speed squared), and a torque coefficient (proportional to
required pump torque divided by speed squared) versus a flow coefficient
(proportional to flowrate divided by speed). The cavitation correction
factor is a ratio of actual to noncavitating generated pump pressure versus
pump NPSH divided by speed squared. The curves expressing this ratio, shown
in Fig. 22 , were estimated from 2!percent head loss data on the J!2 fuel
pump inducer and 100!percent head loss calculations. The curves of Fig.22
were fitted, for use in the computer models, with the equation for an
equilateral hyperbola. This equation is of the form X • Y = a. where X
= (l _ Др/Др) and Y = (NPSH/N2 ! (NPSH/N2) ), (NPSH/N2) being taken
as the value of NPSH/N2 at Др/Др =0.0. О. was calculated from the
data of Fig. 22 and is shown plotted in Fig. 23, "the dashed portion of
the curve being an extrapolation for use in the computer models.
Representation of the inducer dynamics was patterned after the results of
a J!2 POGO analysis study reported in R
e
f. 1. The results of this study
indicated that the pump dynamics are associated with the inducer section
of a pump and that a reasonable representation is two compliances separated
by an inertance. This type of representation was used for the inducer
where values of the compliances and inertance were based on pump test data.
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Figure 22' Inducer Cavitation Correction
7.0
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PUMP DESCRIPTION
The main pump representation included only noncavitating performance maps
(Pig. 8 and 9) and а сavitation correction factor shown in Pig. 24 and
25, which were generated in the same manner as the inducer cavitation
curves based on the 2!percent head loss of data of Fig.10 and 100!
percent head loss calculations. This representation also was based on
the results of the previous study which indicated that the impeller sec!
tion of the pump followed the noncavitating performance curves. In the
case of the remote!coupled pumps, allowance was made for a compliance
(Pig. 26) at the pump inlet. It also should be noted that when speed was
used as an input to the main pump, the main pump torque was not required.
HYDRAULIC TURBINE DESCRIPTION
The representation of the hydraulic turbine was based on performance
curves giving the developed torque divided by turbine pressure drop and
turbine pressure drop divided by flowrate squared as functions of tur!
bine speed divided by flowrate. The performance curves (Fig. 13 and 14)
were supplied from the output of the steady!state mapping programs.
These curves then were either curve fitted or used as point data with
linear interpolation between points in the computer programs.
SYSTEM DATA
Determination of the! remainder of the equation coefficients involved line
lengths and diameter, fluid sonic velocity, rated operating point of the
system, calculated moment of inertia of the inducer and estimates of the
compliance and inertance values from previous test programs. Table 1
presents the test system line and component data not shown as curves.
The operating point data for the inducer test system are presented in
Table 2.
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(NPSH/N2) X 105
Figure 24. Main Pump, Cavitation Correction
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Figure 25. Main Pump, Cavitation Correction Parameter
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TABLE 1
SYSTE4 DVTA
Description Value
1 . Feed lines
a. Tank exit to facility interface
1. Length, inches
2. Diameter, inches
3. Acoustic velocity, ft/sec
b. Facility interface to inducer inlet
1. Close coupled
a. Length, inches
b. Diameter, inches
2. Remote coupled
a. Length, inches
b. Diameter, inches
3. Acoustic velocity, ft/sec
c. Pump coupling line
1. Length, inches
2. Diameter, inches
3. Acoustic Velocity, ft/sec
d. Main pump discharge to tapoff junction
1. Length, inches
2. Diameter, inches
Turbine feed line
1. Length, inches
2. Diameter, inches
3. Length, inches
4. Diameter, inches
78
9
3670
264
10
84
10
4090
180
10
4090
24
4
114
4
136
2
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TABLE 1
(Concluded)
Description Value
f. Pump discharge line
1. Length, inches
2. Diameters inches
3. Acoustic velocity, ft/sec
g. Facility return line
1. Length, inches
2. Diameter, inches
3. Acoustic velocity, ft/sec
2. Inducer Pump
a. Tip Radius, inches
b. Normalizing Flow Area, sq in.
c. Moment of inertia, m.-lb-sec'
3. Main Pump
a- Tip Radius, inches
b. Normalizing Flow Area, sq in.
c. Moment of inertia, m.-lb-sec2
4. Water density, Ib/cu in.
5. Tube bundle resistance, sec /in.
6. Inducer-turbine valve resistance, sec /in.
7. Discharge line valve resistance, sec /in.
96
6
4205
3720
8
3670
4.875
64.25
0.24
5.1
22.9
1.0
0.0361
3.735x10
-4
-6
5.88x10
2.437x10-4
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TABLE 2
SIMULATED TEST SYSTEM OPERATING POINT
Parameter Value
Tank Pressure, psia
Inducer Inlet Pressure, psia
Inducer Outlet Pressure, psia
Main Pump Outlet Pressure, psia
Turbine Tapoff Junction Pressure, psia
Turbine Inlet Pressure, psia
Inducer Speed, rpm
Main Pump Speed, rpm
Inducer Flowrate, Ib/sec
Hydraulic Turbine Flowrate, Ib/sec
Main Pump Flowrate, Ib/sec
15
4
79.5
707.5
697.5
603.8
3930
7560
326
76
402
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COMPUTER PROGRAMS
To provide a solution to the system of equations, two computer programs
were prepared, one for solution on a digital computer and one for solution
on an analog computer. Initially, the two programs were used as a check
against each other. When both programs gave comparable results, para!
metric studies were made. The analog program was used for analysis per!
taining to the water test facility while the digital program was used to
predict performance for an engine application of a hydraulic turbine
driven inducer.
DIGITAL MODEL
The digital computer model was programmed using an IBM application pro!
gram called System/ЗбО Continuous Sytem Modeling Program (ЗбОА!СХ!1бХ).
Using this approach,it was necessary to program only the statements
involved in the problem along with the input data.
Listings of the problem solution portion of the program and a function
called DLAY, for use with the time delay equation, are shown in Appen!
dix В for the water test facility close! and remote!coupled inducer
configurations. With a few exceptions, the coding is nonprocedural,
i.e., the order of solution is not dependent on the order in which the
statements appear. The CSMP program translates the problem statements
so that the proper order of solution is attained. The exceptions are
those statements contained in the NO SORT and PROCEED sections. The
table of Output Variable Sequence found at the end of the listing gives
the sorted sequence.
The coding of the statements is very similar to FORTRAN and can be under!
stood by anyone familiar with the FORTRAN language. The component per!
formance characteristics expressed by curves use a CSMP function called
AFGEN. The input for this function is a series of x and у coordinate
values taken from the curves. The function determines the value of the
56 R!7747
dependent variable by linear interpolation at the desired value of the
independent variable. The remainder of the input data is supplied in
statements preceded by the word PARAM. Various methods of integration
are available with the CSMP program which may be selected at the user's
option Both Simpson's and the trapezoidal method were used in running
the model. The program solves the equations as a function of time and
provides printed and plotted output. A sample of these forms of output
is shown in the appendix. To use the program as listed, the complete
CSMP application program and manuals must be obtained from the IBM
Corporation.
ANALOG MODEL
The equations for the analog model were mechanized on an Applied Dynamics
AD-288 computer This computer has bipolar amplifiers, therefore, both a
positive and negative output are available from each amplifier. This is
reflected in the program diagram shown in Appendix B. This program used
primarily second-order curve fits of the pump a'nd turbine performance
curves, and a model representation for the feed lines. In the case of
the remote-coupled inducer, a time delay simulation was used for the
coupling line where use was made of prepackaged time delay circuits
installed at the Rocketdyne analog computing facility.
PROGRAM COMPARISON
One of the reasons for developing both an analog and a digital model of
the system was to cross check the results of both programs to assist in
eliminating errors The final result of this cross checking is shown in
Fig. 27 through 32 which present a comparison of the analog and digital
results for the close- and remote-coupled configuration. The main pump,
in all cases, was driven with a linear, 3-second rainp torque input.
It is believed that the comparison is sufficiently close to justify
using the results from either program. The differences are attributed
to a slightly lower speed balance used in the digital program.
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PARAMETRIC STUDIES
A series of parametric studies was conducted, using the analog and digital
computer models, to evaluate the effect of selected parameters on the
transient performance of the simulated pump system and to predict the
operation of hydraulic turbine driven inducers in a liquid hydrogen
and liquid oxygen rocket engine feed system .
The studies can be grouped into three areas covering: (l) variations
in the water test inducer hardware and test system parameters,
(2) predictions of the test program start and throttling performance,
and (3) the use of inducers in an engine feed system.
The parameter variations in group 1 were run to establish the type of
hydraulic turbine which should be designed and to determine what effect
selected inducer parameter and test stand line sizes might have on
the system starting performance. In this area, the following parameters
were considered.
1. A two-stage versus three-stage hydraulic turbine
2. Increased and decreased inducer moment of inertia
3. Increased diameter of the pump coupling line for the remote-
located inducer
4. Resistance of the hydraulic turbine feed line
5. Heduced turbine feed line fluid inertia
6. Low-head inducer
The test program predictions cover 0- to 100-percent pump speed rates
from 1.5 to 4.0 seconds at nominal and 120-percent pump Q/N and throttling
performance from 100 to 65 percent and 65 to 100 percent at various
throttling rates. The rates were taken from the proposed test plan and
form a starting point for comparing the test and model performance.
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The third group considers the use of inducers in an engine feed system.
The feed system used represents the Saturn S-IVB and the propellents
being pumped are liquid hydrogen and liquid oxygen.
PARAMETER SURVEY
The first series of studies involved variations in the inducer test
hardware and test system configuration. To assess the effects of these
variations the following reference condition was chosen:
1. High-head inducer pump
2. Three-stage hydraulic inducer turbine
3. J-2 liquid oxygen main pump
4. Run tank pressure of 15 psia
5. Tank outlet resistance to give 4 psia, 8-foot NPSH at the
inducer inlet at rated flow
6. Turbine inlet valve and discharge valve resistance set to
give rated flow conditions
7. Three-second linear torque ramp input to the main pump
Data obtained from the analog computer model for the reference starts
are presented in Fig. 33 and 34 for the close and remote inducer
locations, respectively.
The primary area of interest for this type of start is the initial depression
in the main pump inlet pressure. The depression results from the inherent
lag in the inducer speed buildup due to the hydraulic turbine being driven
by a feedback from the main pump. As the main pump is accelerated, flow
is initiated through the discharge system. To accelerate the flow from the
tank through the pumps, the inducer inlet and outlet pressures must decrease.
The drop in inducer outlet pressure will decrease until sufficient head is
66 R-7747
INDUCER PUMP SPEED
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generated by the speed buildup of the inducer. For the close-coupled con-
figuration, the inducer outlet and main pump inlet pressure are the same,
while for the remote-coupled configuration, a section of line connects the
inducer outlet to the main pump inlet.
The effect of the depression in the inducer discharge pressure is
that as the tank pressure is lowered, the absolute pressure at the main
pump inlet (due to the depression) decreases. If it reaches a low enough
value, severe pump cavitation will result. Therefore, the difference
between the tank pressure and minimum main pump inlet pressure has been
used to compare the effect of the parametric variations. The pressure
differences for the reference starts are 6 psi with a close-coupled
inducer and 8 psi with the remote-coupled inducer. Comparing the
curves of the inducer and main pump flowrates, it can be seen that the
main pump flowrate is higher than the inducer pump flowrate, at any given
time, the difference increasing to 78 Ib/sec when steady-state operation
is reached. This difference is the flowrate returned from the main pump
discharge to drive the hydraulic turbine.
The performance curves for the hydraulic turbines (Fig. 13 and 14) show
that the two-stage compared to the three-stage turbine has a higher
torque-to-pressure drop ratio and a lower pressure drop-to-flowrate
squared ratio for low values of the speed-to-flowrate ratio. The
torque/^P curve suggests the possibility of the two-stage turbine pro-
ducing higher low-speed torque and, consequently, higher inducer speed
acceleration. However, the system performance of the two-stage turbine
driving the inducer (Fig. 35 and 36) f°r the close- and remote-coupled
inducer, respectively, indicates that no significant improvement in the
starting performance was achieved. This is due to the fixed inlet valve
resistance in the turbine feed line required to balance the system for
rated operation. The lower two-stage turbine resistance results in an
increase in turbine flowrate which produces an increase in the inlet
valve pressure drop, resulting in a decrease in the turbine pressure
drop compared to the three-stage turbine. The decrease in turbine pres-
sure drop results in comparable turbine torques for both the two- and
three-stage turbines, and thus, the same buildup characteristics.
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lor determining the effect of the inducer moment of inertia, values of
20.1 and 3.0 times the design value of 0.24 m.-lb-sec were used. The
lower value of inertia does not represent any usable material. The high
value of inertia could represent an inducer made from K-monel. The
results (Fig. 37 through 40) indicate a significant effect, the low
moment of inertia reduced the main pump inlet pressure depression to
about 2 and 5 psi below tank pressure for close- and remote-coupled
inducers, respectively, while the high inertia increased the depression
to 12 and 14 psi, respectively. This indicates that care should be taken
in the design and selection of materials for an engine inducer to min-
imize the rotor moment of inertia.
The pump coupling line between the pump inlet and the inducer outlet
is used only with the remote-coupled inducer configuration. Increas-
ing this line area reduces the fluid inertia term which is proportional
to the line length divided by the line area. The coupling line area was
doubled, this resulted in a main pump inlet pressure depression of about
6.5 psi, as shown in Fig. 41. This is a significant change from the 8-psi
depression of the reference case.
A variation of +10 percent in inducer inlet line resistance was analyzed
to determine the effect of a system balancing error. The results indicate
no effect upon the minimum pump inlet pressure and only a very slight
effect (less than JQ rpm) on the inducer running speed. Consequently,
this does not appear to be a critical item from the standpoint of water
testing.
To determine the effect of the size of the turbine feed line, the length
was halved and the area was doubled, which resulted in reducing the
fluid inertia by a factor of 4. The results indicate little, if any,
effect. Therefore, for the test system, this is not a significant factor.
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The final case in this portion of the study involved using the performance
curves for a low-head inducer having a pressure rise of 13 psi compared
to about 75 psi for the test inducer. Use of the low-head inducer results
in less power required to drive the inducer and a reduction of the turbine
flowrate from about 75 Ib/sec to 20 Ib/sec. This is a distinct advantage
in that the main pump flowrate is reduced, resulting in less power required
to drive the main pump. The results are presented in Fig. 42 for a close-
coupled inducer mounted in the water test facility with a 3-0-second speed
ramp input to the main pump. It was found that the main pump inlet pres-
sure depression is greater because of the reduced inducer pump head.
Slowing down the start, throttling the main flowrate during the first part
of the start, or a combination of start time and throttling would improve
this situation. It appears, therefore, that a practical low-head inducer
could be adapted to an engine with a possible sacrifice in start time.
TEST SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
The system performance of the proposed water test series was analyzed for
both a close- and remote-coupled inducer. For this study, the main pump
drive was represented by a linear speed ramp input rather than a torque
input, which results in less-severe system dynamic effects. With a torque
input, the initial speed acceleration is high because of the low required
pump torque at low speed and the relatively high input torque available
from the drive motor. The resulting high pump acceleration produces more
dynamic effects and a larger dip in the pump inlet pressure. For example,
a 1.5-second speed ramp start results in less main pump inlet pressure
loss than a 3«0-second torque input.
The test conditions for which predictions were made are presented in
Table 3- Smooth starts and speed changes were achieved for all ramp
conditions with negligible dynamics. These results indicate that the
inducer, as designed, will perform satisfactorily during transients in
the range of engine start and throttling times.
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TABLE 3
TRANSIENT TEST CONDITIONS*
1. Accelerate from 0" to 100"percent N
and 100"percent Q/N in:
2. Accelerate from 0" to 100"percent N
and 120"percent Q/N in:
3. Ramp from 100"percent N, 100"percent
Q/N to 65"percent N in:
Accelerate from 65"percent N to
100"percen t N in:
1.5
2.0
1.0
0.5
2.0
3.0
2.0
1.0
2.5
4.0
з.о
1.5
з .о
—
4.0
2.0
4.0
—
з.о
4.0
^Values are in seconds
N = speed
Q = flow
80
ENGINE SYSTEM OPERATION
The final part of the parametric study involved consideration of the use
of inducers in an engine feed system pumping liquid oxygen and liquid
hydrogen. To obtain this information, the digital computer model was
used with modifications to simulate the engine configuration. The modi-
fications included changing the inducer inlet and main pump discharge
systems to represent a J-2S engine installed in a Saturn S-IVB stage,
and the use of a realistic hydrogen inducer with the turbine drive tapped
off at the main pump inducer discharge.
The oxidizer inducer was close coupled to the main pump, and the inlet line
was represented by 76 inches of 8-inch pipe, while the discharge system was
represented by the resistance required to give rated flow condiditons.
The fuel inducer was remote coupled with 93 inches of 10-inch pipe be-
tween the tank and inducer inlet and 120 inches of 8-inch pipe between
the inducer discharge and main pump inlet. The hydrogen discharge system
was represented by the resistance required to achieve rated flow operation.
The oxidizer inducer and main pump performance curves were the same as
for the test hardware. The hydrogen inducer and turbine performance
curves are shown in Fig. 43 and 44, while the main hydrogen pump charac-
teristics are those of the J-2 Mark 29-F shown in Fig. 45. The driving
input to the main pumps was the pump speed versus time taken from a typi-
cal J-2S engine start, as shown in Fig. 46, along with the engine main
valve sequencing.
The results of the liquid oxygen feed system simulation are presented in
Fig. 47 and 48 for an inducer NPSH of 25 and 16 feet, respectively. The
25-foot NPSH condition simulates the current J-2 starting condition with-
out an inducer. From the results of the two runs, there does not appear
to be a problem with starting at 16 feet. Both starts exhibit pressure
oscillations beginning at about 2.1 seconds because of the rapid opening
of the oxidizer valve. The oscillations are more pronounced with 16 feet
of NPSH, but the inducer output is sufficient to prevent main pump
cavitation. No attempt was made in this study to determine the effect
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of varying the propellant valve sequencing. If the ramp opening portion
of the oxidizer valve were slowed down, however, the magnitude of the
oscillations would be reduced and the time to reach rated operation would
be increased.
The results of the simulated fuel feed system are shown in Fig. 49. The
start was run for an NPSH of 218 feet, representing current starting con-
ditions. The start is smooth and there does not appear to be any reason
why the NPSH could not be reduced. It should be noted that the depression
of the fuel inducer and pump pressures during the initial portion of the
start are reduced compared to the oxidizer system because of the lower
required fuel acceleration. The time to accelerate the flow is still 3.0
seconds, but the rated flowrate is only one-fifth of the oxidizer flowrate.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
A series of parametric studies was made using the analog and digital
computer models developed for predicting the dynamic performance of feed
systems using a hydraulic-turbine-driven inducer in series with a high-
head main pump. These studies covered the effects due to variation in
inducer design and test configuration, prediction of the planned test
program performance, and predictions of start performance for an engine
with inducers used in the propellant feed systems.
From the results of these studies, the following conclusions are drawn:
1. The inducer rotating moment of inertia has a significant effect
upon the starting performance: the lower the inertia, the better
the start.
2. The fluid inertia (ratio of line length to area) of the pump
coupling line for a remote location of the inducer has an
effect upon the starting performance: the lower the inertia,
the better the performance.
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3. The starting and throttling performance for the planned test
series is smooth and shows little dynamic effects.
4. The use of this type of inducer in an engine feed system is
feasible, with a proper starting sequence, at low inducer NPSH's,
thereby allowing the use of lower tank pressures, and thus,
reducing tank wall weights, or possibly eliminating the tank
pressurization system.
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TEST SETUP
Figure 50 is a photograph of the turbine-driven inducer mounted in the
close-coupled position on the inlet flange of the high-pressure pump.
Flow comes from the right, through the unit, into the pump, and is dis-
charged from the pump volute toward the top left of the photograph. The
return flow that drives the hydraulic turbine is tapped off near the exit
flange of the high-pressure pump. This hydraulic turbine feed line goes
up and out of the picture and has a warning sign ("industrial water") on
it; it returns to the manifold in the center of the unit (also see Fig. 17).
Figure 51 is a photograph of the unit from across the test cell. The flow
comes from the tank above, through the vertical pipe at the upper right
of the photograph. It is then turned through a 90-degree elbow, passes
through the signal generator and a straight section of pipe before it
enters the turbine-driven inducer and high-pressure pump. The pump dis-
charges the flow toward the viewer, whence it is piped to the upper level.
The large piece of equipment in the lower right portion of the picture is
not part of the setup. Note that the hydraulic turbine feed line goes up,
then back to the wall, down the wall to the floor, along the floor through
the flowmeter and throttling valve, and then up and back to the turbine
manifold. It had been shown by the parametric studies that the geometry
of this line was not critical, so the size and shape were dictated by the
locations of the valve and the flowmeter and their positions with respect
to the valve-actuating mechanism and the location of the instrumentation
panel in the control room. It was also desirable to have a straight section
of pipe before and after the flowmeter.
Figure 52 is a photograph taken from outside the test cell. The unit can
be seen in the distance in the test cell at the right. Above the cell is
the water tank. The large electric motors that drove the high-pressure
pump are seen protruding from the next test cell. These drive through a
step-up gear box with the high-speed shaft coming off at right angles and
through the wall.
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Figure 53 shows the turbine-driven inducer in the remote position. This
was accomplished simply by removing, a section in the vertical portion of
the pipe and putting the unit in its place. The hydraulic turbine feed
line for this setup was shorter than for the unit in close-coupled posi-
tion. In this view, the signal generator or pulser can be seen more
clearly as the octagonal structure in the horizontal portion of pipe.
The piece of equipment on the right is obviously not part of the setup,
although it appears to be in Fig. 51 .
INSTRUMENTATION
The turbine-driven inducer unit was provided with two static pressure taps
at the exit of the inducer rotor, two between the rows of diffuser vanes,
two at the exit of the last row of diffuser vanes, two on the turbine outer
manifold, and two on the turbine inner manifold. Two speed counters were
located at the entrance of the inducer rotor; these counted the inducer
blades as they passed by. All of these readings were recorded on the
digital aquisition system. Tests were monitored by direct-inking graphic
records of the pressure at the rotor exit, the pressure at the diffuser
exit, the turbine outer manifold pressure, and the revolution per minute.
Facility instrumentation recorded on the digital aquisition system included
the high-pressure pump speed and torque, the through flow, the return flow
to the hydraulic turbine, the inlet water temperature (for calculating
the vapor pressure), the high-pressure pump outlet static pressure, and
the static pressure three pipe diameters ahead of the inducer (two readings)
All of these, with the exception of the torque, were also used to monitor
the tests. Transient data (pressures as a function of time to show
oscillations) were measured with pressure sensors that were recorded on
tape. Readings were taken on the unit at the inducer rotor exit, the
diffuser exit, and in the turbine outer manifold. Facility readings were
taken three pipe diameters ahead of the inducer, at the high-pressure pump
discharge, 12 inches before the pulser, and in the hydraulic turbine feed
line. A reading was also taken 12 inches ahead of the main pump when the
inducer was in the remote-coupled position.
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STEADY-STATE TEST RESULTS
Early in the program, steady-state maps of the performance of the inducer,
the turbine, and the high-pressure pump had been made from existing data
and by synthetic mapping procedures. The maps were used in the computer
programs to predict the transient performance of the unit. The first
tests made with the unit in close-coupled position, therefore, were steady-
state tests to verify these maps. Noncavitating tests were run at 40, 60,
80, and 100 percent of the high-pressure pump design speed. At 100-percent
speed, the flow was varied from wide-open throttle to very low flows; at
each of the other speeds, three points at 80, 100, and 120 percent design
Q/N were taken. Cavitation tests were then run at design speed (80, 100,
and 120 percent design Q/N). At the 80-percent point, it was impossible
to get the inlet pressure low enough to produce a reduction in pump head,
so a run was made at 120-percent speed (80-percent Q/N). The critical
NPSH was reached under these conditions, and an additional point on the
H-Q curve was also obtained.
INDUCER H-Q PERFORMANCE
Figure 54 shows the H-Q performance of the inducer with the head being the
rise in total head from the inlet station three pipe diameters ahead of the
inducer to the station following the second row of diffuser vanes. The test
points are shown as circles superimposed upon a set of solid lines that
represent the predicted performance map. The two agree at the design
point and at higher flows. At low flows, where the performance had been
based on the results of an air rig test of an inducer without diffuser
vanes, the inducer produced a higher head than had been predicted. The
losses through the diffuser vanes (operating at high incidence angles)
were apparently overestimated.
EFFICIENCY
The test setup provided no means of measuring the efficiencies of the in-
ducer and the turbine separately. If we assume that the power produced
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by the turbine is absorbed by the inducer, we can write the equation
H.W.
Power = -i-i- = H,VT TLT}. t t t
where H is the head in feet, W the weight flow in Ib/sec, and T\ the effi-
ciency. The subscript i refers to the inducer and t to the turbine. The
turbine must produce the power absorbed by both front and rear bearings,
which are cooled and lubricated by the water being pumped; it must also
produce the power that is lost because of tne friction of the balance
piston, the shaft, etc.
From the equation it can be seen that the data do provide a method of
calculating
H.W.
Vt
If we assume that the turbine and inducer efficiencies are equal and
that each shares equally the friction and bearing losses, then y/TJ.TJ,
is a measure of the individual efficiency. Calculated values of this
number at design speed are shown as a function of flow in Fig. 55 . The
curve peaks at design flow at a creditable efficiency of 69 percent. As
was discussed earlier in the report, the turbine had an estimated effi-
ciency of 80 percent at its design point. Values of turbine efficiency
at off-design points had been calculated by means of a computer program.
The efficiency of the inducer had previously been determined from water
tunnel tests. The square root of the product of these two efficiencies
is shown by the dashed line in Fig. 55 . Curves are similar in shape and
both peak at design flow. The 6-point difference in peak efficiency can
be attributed, for the most part, to the friction and bearing losses and
to leakage losses.
MAIN PUMP PERFORMANCE
Throughout the tests the high-pressure pump, a J-2 LOX pump, performed
very steadily on its temporary set of oil-lubricated bearings. Figure 56
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shows the H-Q performance of this pump, as compared to the average J-2
LOX pump. Agreement is within the 2a band of the average J-2 pump.
CAVITATION PERFORMANCE
Figure 57 shows the cavitation performance of the inducer-pump system at
the pump design speed of 7^ *70 rpm. Note that the scale is quite large,
the slice in each vertical section being at the 2-percent head fall-off
point. The curves are really square. Values of NPSH at 80, 100, and 120
percent of design Q/N are 7.0, 8.9, and 12.25 feet. Based on the through
flow and the speed of the main pump, these correspond to suction specific
speeds of 70,000, 63600, and 5^-600 rpm, respectively. The inducer did
not quite meet the design NPSH of 8 feet.
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DYNAMIC TEST
A series of tests were run, which provided data for correlation of the
computer model solution and determination of the low-frequency dynamic
characteristics associated with the inducer. The series included pump
acceleration, simulated throttling, and flowrate pulsing tests. Each type
of test was run for the close and remote location of the hydraulic-turbine-
driven inducer.
PUMP ACCELERATION TESTS
The acceleration tests, summarized in Table 4 , were run by ramping the
main pump electric motor from idle speed (approximately 900 rpm) to the
rated speed of 7470 rpm. For all tests, the run tank was pressurized,
prior to ramping, to set the inducer inlet pressure at 45 psia.
TABLE 4
ACCELERATION TEST SUMMARY
Hydraulic-Turbine-
Driven Inducer
Location
Close-Coupled
Remote-Coupled
Remote -Coup led
Through Flow at
Full Speed, gpm
2350
2350
2580
I860
I960
2430
Time to Accelerate
to 90 Percent Full
Speed, seconds
4
8
4
4
4
4
NOTE: Full speed is 7470 rpm for all tests.
With the unit in the close-coupled location, four acceleration tests were
run. The first and second tests were conducted with the discharge line
valve set to give an inducer flowrate of 2350 gpm at full speed. On the
R-7747 105
first test, the main pump speed was ramped so that 90 percent of rated
speed was reached in 4 seconds. The second test ramp rate was such that
90 percent of rated speed was achieved in 8 seconds. The third and fourth
tests were run with the 4-second ramp rate and the discharge line valve
set to give 2580 gpm on test 3 and I860 on test k.
With the unit in the remote-coupled location, two acceleration tests were
run. Both tests used the 4-second main pump speed ramp. The discharge
line valve was set to give I960 gpm for the first test and 2430 gpm for
the second test.
SIMULATED THROTTLING
Simulated throttling tests, summarized in Table 5 , were run by ramping
the main pump speed from 7470 to 4856 rpm, followed by a return ramp from
4856 to 7470 rpm. Two tests were run with the unit in the close-coupled
location. The discharge line valve was set for 2350 gpm; on the first test,
the main pump speed was ramped to give the speed change in approximately 4
seconds. For the second test, the main pump speed was ramped so the speed
change occurred in approximately 8 seconds.
When the unit was in the remote-coupled location, only one simulated throt-
tling test was run. For this test the discharge line valve was set for
I960 gpm flowrate, and the main pump was ramped so the speed change occurred
in approximately 4 seconds.
TABLE 5
SIMULATED THROTTLING TEST SUMMARY
Hydraulic-Turbine-Driven
Inducer Location
Time to Throttle to 65 Tercent
of Full Speed, seconds
Close-Coupled
Close-Coupled
Remote-Coupled
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FLOWRATE PULSING TESTS
Pulsing tests were run using a signal generator developed under Contract
NAS8-19. The signal generator consists of a vaned manifold that is flanged
for mounting in a 10-inch-diameter section of line. A disturbance flow is
generated by movement of a piston mounted on the manifold assembly and is
introduced into the main flow stream through the vaned passages. The
position of the piston is hydraulically controlled by a servovalve driven
by a low-frequency signal. For this program, a sine wave from a Hewlett-
Packard function generator was used as the low-frequency signal.
All pressure measurements for analyzing the pulsing test data were taken
with flush-mounted strain gage transducers. The transducer output signals
were recorded on magnetic tape and processed on the data analysis equipment
of the analog simulation facility.
Pulsing tests were run at a number of operating conditions over a range
of 1 to 50 cycles per second. The input signal frequency was manually
varied in steps of 1 Hz from 1 to 10 Hz, 5 Hz from 10 to 20 Hz, and 10 Hz
from 20 to 50 Hz.
When the hydraulic-turbine-driven inducer was in the close-coupled position,
the signal generator was mounted in the 10-inch inducer inlet line 6 feet
upstream of the inducer. Seven pulsing tests were run, four at an inducer
inlet pressure of 45 psia and three at inducer inlet pressures from 8-5
to 10.5 psia. For the first three tests, the main pump speed was set at
7580 rpm. The flowrate was set for 1950 gpm for the first test, 1525 gpm
for the second, and 2350 gpm for the third. For the fourth test, the main
pump speed was reduced to 4500 rpm and the flowrate was set at 1415 gpm.
The test conditions for the low inlet pressure runs were 7410 rpm, 2315
gpm, and 10.5 psia inducer inlet pressure; 7410 rpm, 1925 gp™- and 8.75
psia inducer inlet pressure; and 8950 rpm, 1920 gpm, and 9-0 psia inducer
inlet pressure.
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With the unit in the remote-coupled position, the signal generator was
mounted between the inducer and the main pump 8 feet upstream of the main
pump. Six pulsing tests were run, three at an inducer inlet pressure of
about 44 psia and three at progressively reduced inlet pressure. The test
conditions for the three high inlet pressure runs were 7480 rpm, 1930 gpm,
and 43 psia inducer inlet pressure; 7480 rpm, 2355 gpm, and 42 psia inducer
inlet pressure; and 4420 rpm, 1165 gpm, and 44 psia inducer inlet pressure.
The three reduced inlet pressure tests were run at 7480 rpm and 1950 gpm
at inlet pressures of 27.7, 15, and 9 psia, respectively. A summary of
all the pulsing test conditions is presented in Table 6 .
TABLE 6
PULSING TEST SUMMARY
Hydraulic-Turbine-
Driven Inducer
Location
Close-Coupled
•
Remote-Coupled
i
Inducer Inlet
Pressure ,
psia
45
45
45
44
10.5
8.75
9.0
43
42
44
27.7
15
9
Main Pump
Speed,
rpm
7480
7480
7480
4500
7410
7410
8950
7480
7480
4420
7480
7480
7480
Through
Flow,
gpm
1950
1525
2350
1415
2315
1925
1920
1930
2355
1165
1950
1950
1950
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TEST RESULTS AND MODEL CORRELATIONS
Two types of information were desired from the results of the dynamic
tests. One was to determine what changes to the computer model were
required to simulate accurately the pump acceleration and simulated throt-
tling test transients. The other was to determine the low-frequency
dynamic characteristics of the inducer.
ACCELERATION AND THROTTLING TRANSIENTS
Since the- acceleration tests were run with inducer inlet conditions dif-
ferent than those used for the parametric study, the test and parametric
study results could not be directly compared. Test results for the close-
coupled configuration, with the exception of the inducer speed, were ob-
tained as CRT plots of the 100-samples-per-second digital data. Inducer
speed was obtained from the speed counter signal recorded on magnetic
tape. The main pump speed was set up on an analog computer function
generator and was used as input to the analog computer model of the test
system.
A comparison of the final model output and the results is presented in
Fig. 58 through 61 for the 4-second acceleration to 2350 gpm flow. The
only model changes made were revisions in the inducer H-Q and hydraulic
turbine performance curves based on test performance, a change in the
turbine return line fluid inertia and inlet line resistance to reflect
the test system geometry, and the tank pressure setting to reflect test
conditions. The figures show that the model is capable of simulating
the acceleration transients of this type of inducer.
The rest of the close-coupled transients were run on the computer model
with equally good comparison.
Of particular interest is the dip in the inducer exit pressure, which
occurs during the initial pump acceleration. From the computer model
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it was found that the magnitude of the dip is dependent on the fluid
inertia associated with the inducer and independent of the compliance
values used foi the inducer inlet and outlet representation. This in-
dicates that any consideration of low NPSH starts, using a hydraulic-
turbine-driven inducer, should include an allowance for this inertia.
Figures 62 through 65 show the computer model and test results for the
4-second simulated throttling run. These results also show good model
simulation of the throttling transients. The 8-second throttling test
was run on the computer model with comparable results. The transient for
the return to full speed is not shown, since the correlation is comparable
to the speed-reduction transient.
Test data for the remote-coupled hydraulic-turbine-driven inducer runs
were not recorded on the digital system. As a result, these data were
taken from several sources. The main pump speed, through flow, and tur-
bine flow were taken from the circular direct-inking graphic recorder (DIGR)
charts. The inducer guide vane exit and main pump discharge pressures were
taken from a strip chart recording, and the inducer speed was taken from
the speed counter signal recorded on magnetic tape. Because of the differ-
ent data sources, a common zero time could not be accurately determined.
To match the data with respect to time for comparison with the computer
model solutions, one data point value for each of the test parameters was
aligned with the same magnitude of the computer model value. The remainder
of the test points were plotted relative to the time of the matched point.
The matched points used are shown as boxes on Fig. 66 through 69-
These previously mentioned figures show the comparison of the model solution
and the test data for the four-second acceleration to 1970 gpm. Input to
the computer model was the main pump speed curve, which was set up on an
analog computer function generator. The results show good correlation
between the model solution and the test data. This was the only remote-
coupled test simulated because of the lack of a common recording source for
all test measurements, but there is no reason to expect that good correlation
would not be obtained for the other tests.
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DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS
The first resonant frequency in a pump!fed system is due primarily to
the lumped compliance contributed by the inducer!generated cavitation
bubble and the fluid inertia of the pump inlet line. Fluid inertia can
be readily determined from the length and area of the line. Compliance,
however, can only be determined by testing. The results of the pulsing
tests defined the resonant frequency and allowed calculation of the
compliance.
The result desired from the pulsing data was the amplitude of the pressure
variation at the pulsed frequency. This was obtained by processing the
test data through a tracking filter network, which а—с coupled the signal
so that only the oscillating component was used, and determined the pres!
sure amplitude at the frequency of the pulser piston (the tracked frequency
for these tests). To determine the resonant frequency, and impedance was
calculated by dividing the pressure amplitude by the pulser flowrate. The
pulser flowrate was calculated from the product of the frequency, pulser
displacement, pulser piston area, and water density.
Inducer inlet pressure results for the close!coupled location runs at rated
speed, 65 percent speed, and high and low inducer inlet pressures are shown
in Fig. 70. One shortcoming showed up in that, at the high inlet pressure,
the system was not pulsed at enough frequencies above 10 Hz to determine
definitely the first resonance or higher harmonic frequencies. From the
plotted points, however, the first resonance appears to occur at about
15.5 Hz. Data from the guide vane exit and main pump discharge pressures
have comparable amplitudes and, from a strip chart recorded playback of
the taped data, all the pressures are in phase. At the low inducer inlet
pressure, the resonant frequency occurs at about 4.5 cycles per second.
From the equation for the natural frequency, (jn = \/l/LC and the inlet line
Г) (Л
fluid inertia (b) of 0.01017 sec /in. , the compliance (l/c) was calculated
!2 !2
to be 96.6 in. " and 8.15 in. " for high and low inlet pressures, respectively.
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Data for high inlet pressure and high and low flowrates did not indicate
a shift in the first resonant frequency, probably due to the spacing of
the pulsed frequencies. At low inlet pressure, the resonant frequency
shifted down for both high and low flowrates, dropping from 4.5 to 4.3 Hz
for the high-flow condition, and from 4.5 to 3.7 Hz for the low-flow
condition.
Results of the remote-coupled pulsing tests are shown in Fig. 71 . At the
high inlet pressure, the resonant frequency appears to be at about 20 Hz.
From the data, at reduced inlet pressures the shift in resonant frequency
with inlet pressure can be seen. This frequency shift is due to the in-
crease in the inducer inlet cavitation bubble as the pump NPSP is decreased.
Inducer pump inlet compliance was calculated from the remote-coupled test
data and is shown in Table 7 . Figure 72 shows the compliance values plotted
versus pump NPSP. Also shown is a plot of the compliance determined from
tests on a J-2 LOX pump and reported in Ref. 1. It is of interest that the
shape of the LOX and water curves are similar, indicating the possibility
that fluids with similar densities have similar compliance curves.
When the computer model was pulsed with the calculated compliance values,
the best results were obtained when only an inducer inlet compliance was
used. The main effect of the added inducer fluid inertia and outlet
compliance-was to add a phase shift between the pressures, which was not
seen in the test data. These results indicate that only an inducer inlet
compliance is required for a low-frequency computer simulation of a hydraulic-
turbine-driven inducer system.
TABLE 7
REMOTE-COUPLED INDUCER INLET COMPLIANCE
Inducer Inlet Pressure,
psia
43.0
27.7
15.0
9.0
Resonant Frequency,
cps
20
14
11
4.6
Calculated Compliance,
sq in.
91.8
45.0
27.8
4.9
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Figure ?!• Inducer Inlet Compliance Versus Inducer Inlet NPSP
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
A series of tests were run to obtain data for correlation of the computer
models and determination of the low-frequency dynamic characteristics of
a hydraulic-turbine-driven inducer. These tests consisted of pump accelera-
tion, simulated throttling, and flowrate pulsing.
From the results of these tests the following conclusions are drawn:
1. The computer models developed for the design and parametric
studies do accurately simulate the acceleration and simulated
throttling transients of a hydraulic-turbine-driven inducer.
2. Inertia of the fluid in the inducer is important in predicting
the inducer exit pressure drop during the initial portion of
the inducer acceleration.
3. Inlet and outlet compliances assigned to the inducer have no
effect on the inducer acceleration performance for the accelera-
tion times tested.
4. The low-frequency dynamic characteristics can be described with
an inducer inlet compliance variable with inducer net positive
suction pressure.
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LOW NPSH ACCELERATION TESTS
When the inducer-turbine unit was tested in the close-coupled position,
the return line to the hydraulic turbine was approximately 30 feet long
and contained four 90-degree elbows and one 180-degree turn. Despite
the large pressure drop in the line, the unit accelerated rapidly during
all transients. The setup, however, was not typical of a rocket engine
installation. At the end of the test program, therefore, after all con-
tractual obligations had been fulfilled, it was decided to run a transient
test with the type of return- line that would be used on an actual installation.
A new return line was made for the unit in close-coupled position (Fig. 73).
As can be seen from the photograph, the line consisted simply of a ISO-
degree pipe bend with no obstructions, no valves, and no flowmeter. To
give the unit the most severe test possible, the high-pressure pump was
brought to design speed, and the flow was adjusted to give the inducer
design Q/N. The inlet pressure was then reduced until there was a loss
of head because of cavitation. The speed of the main pump was then re-
duced to the minimum and a speed ramp was made. Figures 7^ through 77
show the results. The curves are made directly from computer plots of
the actual test data as recorded on the data acquisition tapes. They
show that the low inlet pressure had little effect during the first por-
tion of the transient. Cavitation-induced oscillations became evident
near the end of the transient; the inducer exit pressure began to oscillate
and finally dropped to about half value. The other pressures also fell at
the same time, the overall pressure ratio returning to its preset value.
These results, although not conclusive, indicate that the unit accelerates
rapidly even at very low values of NPSH.
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MECHANICAL PERFORMANCE OF TURBINE-DRIVEN INDUCER
Before the tests were run, there was some apprehension as to how long the
bearings would last in water. However, there was no trouble with the unit
during the entire test series. The unit ran smoothly and accelerated
rapidly even after it had been under water for 3 weeks and had been operated
for a total running time of 3 hours. The unit was disassembled after the
tests were completed. Most parts were in perfect condition. The bearings
rotated freely but were quite noisy. The inducer and turbine rotors had
rubbed lightly all around the periphery (the clearance was only 0.006 inch),
rubbing probably occurred when the inducer cavitated, because the unit became
noisy at this point and the speed count was lost. Something, probably the
rotating inducer, chewed off the tip of the instrument. The unit could be
cleaned up and used again with a new set of bearings.
During the H-Q excursion, the speed of the unit remained almost constant
from wide-open throttle to the lowest flow. During the cavitation runs,
the speed of the unit increased very slightly as the NPSH was dropped.
Then, as the overall head began to drop because of cavitation, the speed
began to fall slowly to a value slightly below the initial speed. The
total variation was quite small and the speed could be considered as
substantially constant.
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APPENDIX A
MODAL ANALYSIS
MODAL DESCRIPTION
The purpose of the modal line description is to simplify, in terms of the
amount of computer equipment required, the solution of the n-coupled equa-
tions resulting from describing a fluid line with n-lumped parameter
segments. The information presented has been extracted from work performed
at Rocketdyne and reported by Childs*.
Figure A-l illustrates the system for which governing equations are to be
developed. The system consists of a straight uniform duct with flow and
pressure introduced at x = 0. The line discharges into an accumulator
at x = £. The steady-state fluid end conditions are:
"p" (* = 0) = pQ
p (x = i) = btw^
In terms of perturbated variables this becomes:
p (x = 0) = po
P (x = Л = btw^ (A!l)
The governing relationship for each of the four lumps is
LA + bi К ! vi>+ bi+i К ! Vi*+ V *i ! ° (A!2>
*Childs, D. W.. "Modal Simulation of Unidirectional Fluid Dynamics
(Water Hammer)," Simulation. September 1965.
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Figure A!l. Example Problem With Lumped!Parameter Model
The introduction of end conditions into this equation is relatively simple.
The terms
,i+l (w ! w )ч 1 i+l'
b (w ! wi ч i i!l (A!3)
are the pressures applied, respectively, to the right and left sides of
the ith fluid inertance (L ). With this in mind, the governing equation
at x = 0 is
L w + b, (w ! w,) + R ' v = p
o o l v o l 7 о о * c (A!4)
and the governing equation at x = i is
btW4
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Application of Eq. A!l to interior points is reasonably mechanical. The
governing matrix statement for the system follows. In matrix notation
this becomes
H (v.)
 +
 G (vj
 +
В О
ч
) = (Pi(t)) (A!5)
This formulation is amenable to frequency!response analysis, digital inte!
gration of the system of equations, or analog solution. The principle
difficulty in solving the problem as formulated in Eq. A!5 is in computer
requirements. Although for simulation purposes the only interest may be
in securing the input!output characteristics of the lines, it is necessary
to obtain the total solution including interior coordinates. For a lengthy
fluid system, at relatively high frequency, an inordinately large number of
coordinates would be required for adequate simulation, which would place
an exorbitant demand on analog or digital computer equipment. Obviously,
it is desirable to use a frequency solution of the equation set rather than
the equation sets themselves.
MODAL FORMULATION
Modal analysis is an eigen!analysis solution technique and may be used once
the H and В matrices have been developed. These matrices are necessary
for calculation of the system eigenvalues (w ) and their corresponding
eigenvectors (A ) .
For Eq. A!5 to be soluble by modal analysis, it is necessary that the G
matrix be defined by
G =
From the definitions of f luid inertia and resistance
f = ЛХ/gA
R. = RAX
it is obvious that for a uniform f low area, G and H are proportional and
may be related by
G = 2 /УН (A"6)
and that Eq. A"5 may be restated as
H (wj + 2ЦЕ (W]L) + В (wx) = (Pi(t)) (A"7)
The change of variable
(w.) = A (YI) (A"8)
results in
HA (v.) + 2/lHA (v
x
) + BA (TI) = (px(t)) (A!9)
where A is the matrix of eigenvectors defined by
A = [(A)L (A)2 ......
Pre!multiplying Eq. A!9 by A transpose results in
A'HA (v.) + 2^A'HA (v ) + A'BA (v ) = A' (p (t)) (A!10)
The matricies A'HA and A'BA are by definition diagonal, and by suitable
definition of the eigenvectors (A) may assume the form
A'HA = U (A!ll)
A'BA = D (A!12)
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where U is the unity matrix, and D is the diagonal matrix of eigenvalues
2
w . Assuming that this situation exists, Eq. A!10 becomes
U (vj
 +
 2/Д1 (vj
 +
 D (vj = (P^ t)) (A! 13)
where
i
n
• • •1 2 n
Equation A!19 may be viewed as
(Pjt)) = A' (pjt)) (A!14)
A representative equation from Eq. A!13 would be
v
x
 + 2Д^ +CJi
2
 vi = Pi(t) (A!15)
with the Laplace statement of this equation being
(s2 + 2/ys + C/2) V
x
 = P
x
(s) (A! 16)
P.(s)
V, = !|— (A!17)
Similarly, Eq. A!8 becomes
(W
x
) = A (V
x
) (A!18)
+ V (A) + . . . . + V (A)
where the total solution (W ) is a summation of the individual modal con!
tributions. The time solution is obtained by taking the inverse transform
of each element in Eq. A!21.
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A characteristic of the modal solution is that for particular frequency
ranges the total solution is very closely approximated by a partial sum
of the modes; e.g., for a problem in which only low frequencies are im!
portant, the entire solution of Eq. A!20 might be very well approximated
by two modes
P,(s) P2(s)( = !! < * !! <A> <A!22>
where the contribution of higher modes is neglected.
It is well to keep in mind that the finite difference solution replaces a
continuous function of x and t by n!coupled functions of t. The eigen!
vectors (A) introduced above purport to define a continuous function of
x !!!! , this function of x being the normalized displacement of the fluid
media at a resonant frequency (a» ). The lower modes are relatively simple;
however, the modes become increasingly complex for higher frequencies and
the eigenvectors (A) . become progressively less effective in describing
1
 2
their form. In a similar fashion, the calculated eigenvalues 6J tend to
diverge from the true eigenvalues of the continuous system.
The particular advantage of the modal approach is in developing input!output
transfer functions for fluid lines in terms of the dependent variables at
the boundaries, namely P (s), W (s), and P (s), W (s). This may be accom!
plished for the general case by restating Eq. A!2 at the pipe termination
in the form
L/jw/; + Ъя (\/л ! VB!^) + R;1 w« = !рл (А!23)
For the example being considered, the terminating pressure is defined by
(A!24)
For the general case, this becomes
fi ! Ztl Vt + Zt2
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The immediate consequence of Eq. A-23 is that the system fluid description
embodied in H is now divorced from the terminating end conditions, and
that the resultant eigen-description is independent of the end conditions.
The excitation vector becomes
P0(t)
(A-26)
with the resultant modal excitation terms being
P (t) = a P (t) - a , p(t)J jo o4 ' j£ гч ' (A!27)
where a and a ,. are. respectively, the first and last elements of thejo j£
jth eigenvector. The Laplace variable, modal coordinate, solutions aie
then
a P (s) - a „ Р
л
(з)
JQ о4 ; л£ £v ' (A-28)
The final solution, as stated in Eq. A-18, when evaluated at Wя, yields
m
where m of the n modes are retained. The solution of W/; in terms of
P (s) and Рл(з) becomes
(A!30)
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This solution may be visualized as
Wf = I W (A!31)
1
 J=l J
where the definition of W leads to
J
Z W = a a . P (s) " a . Р
Л
Ы (А"32)J J jo J/ ov ' j£ Г ' \ J I
(s2 + 2
Д9 + W
2) W = a a P ( B ) " a2 P ( s ) (A"33)
The solution for m modes then consists of m second!order differential
equations as typified by Eq. A!3*t> a summation equation (Eq. A!31), and
a terminating impedance (Eq. A!25).
In comparison to the pure lumped!parameter formulation, the modal approach
exhibits a definite superiority. The solution is strictly an input!output
form and does not contain any interior points, with a considerable reduction
in computer requirements. A complicated system, requiring many coordinates
for adequate description, will result in a single second!order differential
equation for each mode.
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APPENDIX B COMPUTER MODEL EQUATIONS
AND LISTINGS
BASIC EQUATIONS
A. Tank and Tube Bundle
P
ILl(t) =
 Р
Т
 + LT P !
NOTE: Ц is f luid height in tank
B. Inducer Inlet Line
1. Time Delay Equations
TIL = LIL/alL
= a!L/g AIL
f. . 1
'lLl(t) = PIPl(t " T T T ) + y!L WILl(t) " WILO(t " Т)XJj *• JLlj J
R
 '
 RILO "
PIPl(t) " PILl(t " Т ) 7IL WILO(t) VILl(t " TIL) "
!ш L I2 ?ш[* I2
и ILO(t) о I L l ( t "T T T ) (B"3)r" l_ '1 f I. J^Jj J
2. Modal Equations
_
 t . PiLi(t). Pipl(t)
V + 2£ w V + со 2 V = a, P T T T / , \ " a P T t ) T / . \i ъ i i i i l i ILI(t; ni IPI(t)
(i = 2 to number of modes)
NOTE: W* is first mode flowrate
R!7747
Vl(t) = **
ILO(t) ni
C. Inducer Inlet Compliance
NPSHIp " P ) / ( l 2 ) (p)
CT TPI
VAp
NPSH (12) (2g)
3 2 2(Nlp)2 (Rlp)2 (1 + (<
(B"7)
IPl(t)
D. Inducer Pump
1. Head
(plp = Wlp//0 (Nlp) (Rlp) (Alp)
For digital simulation, ф
тр
 will be evaluated by linear
interpolation between points representing the curve.
APIP
(RTP)
Cavitation Correction
NOTE:
A PIP l \ N IP
3 [H IP
is first mode flowrate
(B
"
12)
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LIP г
P_ =
 PIPI+ APIp!^ Wlp(t) !Wlp(t
iT n
2. Torque for Liquid Drive Fluid
(Т/ДР)1Т = f(NIp)
(ДР)1Т
F. Inducer Speed
NIP = NIP + I/IITP (TIT ! V A
G. Inducer Turbine Inlet Line
1. Lumped Parameter
D
 LITL d WIT
PITVD(t) " PITl(t) = A g ~d~T
2. Torque
xlp =
TIP = XIP (p) (NIP' (RIP} (AIP>^ (E
/ л \
Т = Т I — \ (B!I5AIP 'IP (д!р)
\a1^ 'IP
E. Inducer Turbine
1. Head"Capacity for Liquid Drive Fluid
2. Modal Equations
"
 p
m
. P
*ITV(t)
n
H. Inducer Turbine Line ValVe
ITVD
I. Indue ег"Main Pump Coupling
1. If Close Coupled
P = PPI IPD
2. If Line Coupled (assuming line length >10 feet)
A. Time"Delay Equations
PIL
PIPD(t) ' PPl(t
3 *PIL(t "
, T / .PI(t
 "
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ppi(t) " pm>(t "
 Tplb) " rpIL (wpl(t) " ^  _
В. Modal Equations
1 •• RTI ' 2
_
 w
**
 + _Ji w**^ =p
\+ 2?«'\' + W i / 2 V i= ali PIPD(t) " a
n
'i PPl(t)
wPIL(t) = w" + j2 ai; v; (B"28)
WPl(t) = *'**+ Д a
n
'i \ (B"29)
J. Inducer Outlet Compliance and Main Pump Inlet Compliance
1. Inducer Outlet
РТТЗП
 =
 \Д/^о/ ^Jf. V^TP + ^тт ~
.LrMJ *£ 0 JL3Г J. 1
2. Main Pump Inlet
(NPSHP)(12) (2g)
(N) (EP)
= f(ap)
Ppl = (1/С)р.£* (Wpl - Wp) dt (B-31)
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К. Main Pump
1. Head
PPD = PPI + ЛРР
2 . Torque
2
1 г // \ />Т \
<Рр = Ур/(0) (Np)
0
Р = f(<pj (B"32)
(V (R
Cavitation Correction
'ЛР\^£ = f (NPSIL,
FP/P
NPSHp = (Ppl - Р
уАр
)/(12) (p) (B!34)
Tp = Xp (P) (Np) (Rp) (Ap)/g (B"37)
Т = Т p = (B"38)
\ A P / P
L. Facility Drive System Torque
1 . For Program Checkout
N = f(TIME) (Replaces Eq . B"39)
M. Main Pump Speed
NP = NP + 1 / Z ( D S + P ) ( T DS" V At (
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N. Pump Discharge Line
1. Time Delay Equations
'PDL
'PDL DL
"
 pPD(t)  vi(t ! D (t) !
2 ^DLQ
:
vi(t) I *т 1 _ *v> I W / * ~ W /TPDI/ 7PDL W V(t) WPD(t "
^DLO
2. Modal Equations
V
W
HD(t "
(B!41)
L*PL RV
n
i=2
n
«и,
"PT + V (В"42)
(B"W)
•77Д7
В~7
0. Discharge Valve
*V P 1 2 *Y Г3p p _ L. I \j , . I . * I ы ur
vi vo ~ p L v(t)J At L v(t) v(t "
or, for Analog Program
ДР = ^ л 2
V 0
P. Return Line
1. Time Delay Equations
TRL
iMJJ. \2
=
 P
ЛГП (+ Т ^ 'T>T I T ^ + \ \r( "f *rv<Ht " r^; RL ^T(t; vet " т^,
_ ^LO /д
p (*T(t)f " ~^ Tv(t " r^J " LT p (в"^7)
2. Modal Equations
n
WT
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EQUATION NOMENCLATURE
. . 2A = line area, in.
a = acoustic velocity, in./sec or eigenvectors for modal analysis
1/C = pump compliance, in.
о
g = acceleration of gravity, in./sec
2
I = turbopump moment of inertia, in.!lb!sec
2 / 2
L = length, inches, or fluid inertia, sec /in.
N = turbopump speed, rad/sec
NPSH = pump net positive suction head, feet
P = pressure, Ib/in.
ДР = pressure difference, Ib/in.
R = resistance, sec /in. , or pump radius, inches
Т = torque, in.!lb
t = time, seconds
At = computing interval (for digital model), seconds
W = flowrate, Ib/sec
2
V = flow acceleration, Ib/sec
У = time delay line parameter, sec/in.
<f = pump flow parameter
ф = pump head parameter
X = pump torque parameter
p = fluid density, Ib/in.
a = cavitation parameter
т = time delay line transmission time, seconds
(j = undamped natural frequency
V = modal analysis parameter
£ = modal damping constant
R-7747 B-9/B-10
MODEL NOMENCLATURE
Symbol Description
Al Time delay line junction constant
A2 Time delay line junction constant
AIP Normalizing area for inducer pump
ALPHIP Inducer pump cavitation curve-fit coefficient
ALPHAP Main pump cavitation curve-fit coefficient
AP Normalizing area for main pump
CHIMP Main pump torque parameter
CHIP Inducer pump torque parameter
COMPPI Main pump inlet compliance
DENPHI Denominator of inducer pump flow coefficient
DNPHIP Denominator of main pump flow coefficient
DPFV Facility valve pressure drop
DPIT Inducer turbine pressure drop
DPPI Main pump inlet pressure derivative
DSP Main pump speed derivative
DSPIP Inducer pump speed derivative
DWIT Inducer turbine flow derivative
DWPD Main pump flow derivative
p
DXCAV Inducer pump effective NPSH/(speed)
DXCAPV Main pump effective NPSH/(speed)
GAiMDL Time delay line characteristic, main
GAMFL Time delay line characteristic, facility return line
GAMIL Time delay line characteristic, tank-to-interface line
GAMIP Time delay line characteristic, inducer inlet line
IDP Inducer pump, cavitating pressure rise
IDPBAR Inducer pump norcavitating pressure rise
IITP Reciprocal of inducer rotating moment of inertia
IMP Reciprocal of main pump rotating moment of inertia
IPICOM Inducer pump inlet compliance
IPINER Inducer pump fluid inertia
IPOCOM Inducer pump outlet compliance
IPPRAT Inducer pump cavitating to noncavitating pressure ratio
B-ll
Symbol Description
ITFLCO Inducer turbine flow coefficient
LDL Main pump discharge line fluid inertia
LT Fluid height in tank
LV Discharge valve fluid inertia
NPSHIP Inducer pump net positive suction head
NPSHP Main pump
PDF Main pump cavitating pressure rise
PDPBAR Main pump noncavitating pressure rise
PFL'I Main pump discharge valve inlet pressure
PFVD Main pump discharge valve outlet pressure
РШ1Р Inducer pump flow coefficient
PHIP Main pump flow coefficient
PILD Inducer inlet line interface pressure
PILU Tube bundle outlet pressure
PIPIN Inducer pump inlet pressure
PIPOUT Inducer pump outlet pressure
PITI Inducer turbine inlet pressure
PPD Main pump outlet pressure
PPLI Turbine tapoff junction pressure
PPI Main pump inlet pressure
PPRAT Main pump cavitating to noncavitating pressure ratio
PSIIP Inducer pump head coefficient
PSIP Main pump head coefficient
PT Tank pressure
PYAP Vapor pressure
PWC Water cooler pressure
RDL Discharge line resistance
RITO Fluid density
RILI Inducer inlet line resistance
RILU Interface line resistance
RIP Inducer pump normalizing radius
RIT Inducer turbine flow resistance
RITV Inducer turbine valve resistance
RP Main pump normalizing radius
B!12 B!7747
Symbol Description
RPMIP Inducer pump speed
RPMP Main ршпр speed
НТВ Tube bundle resistance
RV Discharge valve resistance
SIGIP Inducer pump cavitation parameter
SIGP Main pump cavitation parameter
SIP Inducer pump speed
SIPO Inducer pump speed initial value
SP Main pump speed
TDPIT Inducer turbine torque to ДР ratio
TORQF Main pump input torque
TORQIP Inducer pump torque
TORQIT Inducer turbine torque
TORQP Main pump torque
V Modal velocities
WCLI Coupling line inlet flowrate
WCLD Coupling line outlet flowrate
WFV Discharge valve flowrate
WILD Inlet interface flowrate
WILU Tube bundle outlet Ifowrate
WIP Inducer pump flowrate
WIPLD Inducer inlet line flowrate
WIT Inducer turbine flowrate
WP Main pump flowrate
WPD Ршпр discharge flowrate
WT Tank return flowrate
WWC Water cooler flowrate
XDV Discharge line valve position
XITV Inducer turbine valve position
Yl through Time delay line delayed values
Y12
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